
MANDARIN HOTEL, BODRUM / TURKIYE
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Located on one of the marvelous bays of Bodrum, Mandarin Oriental Bodrum is a mixed use project 
including residences, a hotel, recreation areas and a protected natural zone on approximately 600 
acres. The aim of the project is to generate a continuous annual use in Bodrum The hotel in Cennet 
Koyu consists of 70 comfort rooms of various sizes and allows visitors to integrate with 
Mediterranean presenting leisure activities on an intersection of the beaches and protected green 
zone. 28 suites, 9 villas including a Presidential Villa, 59 Rooms, and 36 apartments boast 
contemporary design and extraordinary views of the Mediterranean landscape. Feather bedding, 
oversize tubs, and outdoor terraces complete a pleasure-seeking stay Built to provide both style 
and comfort, every suite and Presidential Villa is spacious and designed with Turkish elements and 
Oriental touches. Guests enjoy extravagance with private terraces, pools, and service.
Construction Area: 80.000 sqm, Project Site Area: 31.500 sqm, Year 2014.
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HILTON GARDEN INN HOTEL, ISTANBUL / TURKIYE 
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Constructed in 2016 Hilton Garden Inn Istanbul Umraniye is located in the heart of 
financial & commercial district of Asian Side of Istanbul. As part of a mixed used project 
the hotel is incorporated with a Shopping Mall Can Park AVM which has over 100 retail 
shops, movie theatres, bowling and game centers inside.
 
Total 126.000 sqm hotel construction includes one luxury fitted-out three hundred people 
capacity Ball Room, 1.600 car closed carpark, four meeting rooms each has been 
designed and equipped to serve a hundred businessmen and one main restaurant 
furnished decorated and equipped to serve for three hundred guests on 7/24 basis.
 
There are 240 commodious modern design comfortable rooms in place furnished and 
decorated in five star Hilton quality and standards. Hotel`s sports center shows off a 
heated swimming pool with an open-close convertible roof.
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Burgu Arjaan by Rotana is a first class property offering spectacular 115 
fully-furnished hotel apartments divided into two towers modernly 
designed with up-to-date technology and facilities.

A choice of 4 exquisite food and beverage outlets amplifies the comfort of 
preciously decorated rooms. Whether one desires to enjoy a drink outside 
by the pool, have a tea in B&T Café-Deli or looks for an informal all day 
dining experience at Elements, the taste will be satisfied with the delicious 
menus and choices. 4 multifunctional and flexible meeting rooms are fully 
equipped with the latest audio-visual equipment and the best modern 
facilities are designed to suit all business needs. Offering a stunning 
design and a magnificent daylight, the Elmas Ballroom is an ideal place for 
any corporate or social event. 

BURGU / tango ARJAAN ROTANA, ISTANBUL / TURKIYE 
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The Tango Arjan Rotania offers 139 fully serviced and furnished hotel apartments, 
ranging from studios to two bedroom suites with city and sea views. With contemporary 
design and furnishings, the rooms provide the combination of luxury and comfort for 
short and long-term stays.

Guests can enjoy 4 exquisite dining venues presenting rich and delicate 
local&international cuisines. Additionally, Tango Arjaan by Rotana provides ideal 
solutions accompanied by modern technological infrastructure for conferences, 
meetings and gatherings in city center with its 5 meeting rooms including the 350 sqm 
Elmas Ballroom.
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Imeretinskiy HOTEL, SOCHI / RUSSIA
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The four star Imeretinskiy Hotel, which was constructed under scope of Sochi 2014 Winter 
Olympics, is located at Imeretinsky Valley of Sochi at the seaside.
The Hotel has 7 floors and technical floor.  There are 196 rooms of which 177 are Double 
rooms 14 are Junior suites 1 is Suites and 4 are Disability-friendly rooms.
 
The Hotel infrastructure includes 3 multifunctional halls for 280 people 6 conference 
rooms for 180 people 1 outdoor and 1 indoor swimming pools a Restaurant a Lobby bar a 
Fitness center and a SPA and all related equipment and furniture Guests will find a wide 
range of stylish rooms decorated in a classic style with dark wooden furniture and carpeted 
floors. Business travellers staying at this luxurious property may take advantage of a 
modern and multi-functional conference hall, ideal for any kind of seminars, presentations 
or meetings.
 
Date of contract: 15/02/2012, Date of completion: 30/06/2013, Workplace: Sochi, 
Russian Federation, Construction area: 17.450 м²
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RADISSON BLUE PARADISE HOTEL, SOCHI / RUSSIA
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Radisson Collection is a new generation of iconic properties and one-of-a-kind spaces. In 
the collection of exceptional hotels, no two are ever the same and each has a unique 
character authentic to its locality. The modern design blends elegance in form and function, 
making the hotels the ultimate destination for those who value a vibrant and upscale 
lifestyle.

The hotel comprises 508 spacious contemporary rooms including 172 standard twin rooms 
and 86 double rooms, 142 superior twin rooms and 48 superior double rooms, 35 junior 
suites, 24 Suites, 3 Presidential suites as well as 26 accessible rooms All rooms are 
equipped to the highest standards including Individual air-conditioning, high-speed 
Internet access (WI-FI), satellite and interactive TV, electronic safety deposit box, mini-bar, 
telephone with One touch service and a host of other amenities "Radisson Collection 
Paradise Resort & Spa, Sochi", offers a large variety of restaurants: "SUNSETS" 
Restaurant with a wonderful selection of international cuisine; "UMAMI" Asian grill 
restaurant, authentic Italian restaurant "Filini" and a lobby "Lounge & Bar". Guests can  
enjoy all day outside dining at the hotels' two dedicated pool bars. Resort amenities 
include Tennis court, Volleyball court and a dedicated Kids club with daily animation 
program and evening entertainment.

The 2.500 sqm spa complex is one of the largest in the South of Russia and it offers a full 
menu of different spa experiences plus a spacious thermal zone with a flotation room, 
Cleopatra baths, hammam, steam room, sauna, heated indoor pool, two outdoor swimming 
pools with waterfalls, hydrotherapy and jacuzzis.

The 750sqm Multifunctional Ballroom, which can also be divided into 2 separate rooms, is 
the perfect venue for hosting business events, Weddings, special occasions and 
spectacular celebrations. 5 meeting rooms of various sizes with a dedicated Reception 
area and state of the art equipment are ready to host events over a total area of 1,500 sqm.
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JANNAH HOTEL, ABU DHABI / UAE
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The Eastern Mangroves Suites by Jannah offer elegantly designed suites that give you the best in 
comfort and luxury among Abu Dhabi hotels. From 56 to 217 м² the spacious one, two and three 
bedroom suites are complemented by outdoor living spaces with endless uninterrupted mangrove 
views, seen through floor to ceiling windows. 

The suites give you the choice to either have breakfast at your balcony table, or relax on lounge 
seating on your terrace. The fully equipped kitchens are designed to cater to all needs, containing a 
full size fridge, stove and a dishwasher for your comfort. Other amenities include private pools, 
kitchens, and LCD TVs with digital channels.

A marina, 7 restaurants, and an outdoor pool are all featured at this luxury property. Enjoy a meal in 
one of the 2 coffee shops/cafés and free perks like free self parking and WiFi in public areas. 
There's a health club on site, and laundry facilities and concierge services are also offered.



HOLIDAY VILLA HOTEL, Doha / QATAR
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Five star hotel and the residential complex located 
in the downtown of Doha.  A hotel building located in 
the middle of the complex, 8 residential and 
business center buildings surround the hotel block 
with the construction techniques, facade design 
and material selection, the buildings represent the 
modern face of the city. Interior design of the 
building reflects the same points.  The concept for 
this design is variety and simplicity which is 
exposed by the high technology. 

It’s a Turnkey project has all loose and fixed 
furniture for hotel and serviced apartments, 
consisting of 3000 rooms. Project also includes 
the restaurants, receptions, bars, offices, meeting 
rooms and other services areas. The scope of 
work includes all the interior design, furniture 
production and installation facilities.
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Interior design of  the Malabo Hotel is 
made by South African Design 
company LLP Design. Besides Hilton 
quality and safety standards the 
design has authentic  inspirations 
from African Architecture. 

Total interior area is 25. 000 sqm. 
There are 171 standard rooms, 
13 junior suites, 1 presidential room, 
2 rooms, reserved for handicapped 
and 7 staff rooms. In addition to the 
rooms there are 2 restaurants, 
1 lobby, 1 bar, 1 ballroom, 
1 health club, and 6 meeting rooms.

After consultancy work by LLP 
company, consultancy work all 
application projects and product 
evaluation process is made by CEO 
CONTRACT design office. Hilton 
Malabo Hotel is a contract project 
where all fire rated doors, folding 
panels and acoustic panels are 
produced in CEO CONTRACT 
facilities. 

Date of project started is, as a 
contract package the furniture 
production and installation, all joinery 
work, in addition to this the drapery, 
carpets, gyps`n board and suspended 
ceiling works are done. The starting 
date of the project is February, 2007 
and finished in December, 2009. 

HILTON HOTEL, Malabo / E. GUINEA
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Interior design of  the Malabo Hotel is made by South African Design company LLP Design. 
Besides Hilton quality and safety standards the design has authentic  inspirations from African 
Architecture. 

Total interior area is 25. 000 sqm.. There are 171 standard rooms, 13 junior suites, 
1 presidential room, 2 rooms, reserved for handicapped and 7 staff rooms. In addition to the 
rooms there are 2 restaurants, 1 lobby, 1 bar, 1 ballroom, 1 health club, and 6 meeting rooms.

After consultancy work by LLP company, consultancy work all application projects and product 
evaluation process is made by Ceoconcept design office. Hilton Malabo Hotel is a contract 
project where all fire rated doors, folding panels and acoustic panels are produced in CEO 
CONTRACT facilities. 

Date of project started is, as a contract package the furniture production and installation, all 
joinery work, in addition to this the drapery, carpets, gyps`n board and suspended ceiling works 
are done. The starting date of the project is February, 2007 and finished in December, 2009. 
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HILTON DOUBLETREE, Malatya / TURKIYE 
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DoubleTree by Hilton Malatya - This new build hotel is expected and will be in a prime 
location in the centre of Malatya in Turkey, in close proximity to the Town Hall and a 
premium shopping mall.

DoubleTree by Hilton Malatya will feature 209 bedrooms, an all-day dining restaurant and 
lobby bar, spa and health club, as well as significant conference center more than 4500 
square meters. 

Architecture and interior design belongs to PROGE Architectural Office and invested by 
MGG Malatya Girisim Grubu Tekstil Turizm Enerji Insaat ve Ticaret A.S. Ceoconcept fixed 
and loose furniture production and installation all joinery work.



KEMPINSKI HOTEL, Bodrum / TURKIYE
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Five-star resort hotel with 26 residences. Interior works were completed in May 25th 2005. 
Interior Design work has been done by Metex Design Group the famous architectural group 
heading by Sinan Kafadar. 

View of an apartment. The kitchen is in white lacquer and suited perfectly up the rest of the 
furniture. CEO CONTRACT fixed and loose furniture production and installation all joinery 
work.



SWISS HOTEL KRASNYE HOLMY, Moscow / RUSSIA
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Fix and loose furnitures of the five-star city hotel sample room. Also all general areas fix 
furniture and doors application. Completed July 15th 2005. This elegant semi-circular room 
creates an invitatory atmosphere. All furniture was exclusively custom-made.
CEO CONTRACT executed this Turn-key project includes the restaurants, Receptions, Bars, 
General areas and other services areas. The scope of work includes the supply all 
installation facilities.



MARRIOTT HOTEL HAGIA SOFIA, Istanbul / TURKIYE 
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Old City - Istanbul Hagia Sophia Hotel, is a deluxe five star hotel and situated at 
Sultanahmet square. Old City - Istanbul Hagia Sophia Hotel has fully renovated and 
opened at the end of 2011. Hotel has 63 deluxe rooms and it will be 263 rooms in the 
end of 2013. 

The hotel, designed by AUTOBAN interior design, has been conceived to offer to the 
client an accommodation with a proper character where it is situated, that all 
furniture is characterized by its high quality. It includes features like solid wood 
facings, laminated top surfaces, drawers mounted on metal ball-bearing glides and 
other details that receive special attention. 

All of our products are built to handle the rigours of daily use that characterize hotel 
environments.

Materials like the stone, the natural wood or the iron are used in combination with 
typical materials and crafts from Istanbul. It contrasts with modern elements.
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CROWN PLAZA OLD CITY, Istanbul / TURKIYE 
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Crowne Plaza Istanbul – Old City Hotel is located gracefully at heart of the historic 
peninsula and providing its guests the five star luxury in an opulent environment. 
  
Crowne Plaza Old City resides in a historic building complex – namely Teyyare Evleri - that 
was restored 1922 by Architect Kemalettin, who is one of the representatives of National 
Architecture Movement. That we finished all guestrooms and suites, public areas, 
restaurants, relax area, reception and event deck in.

CEO CONTRACT continues their rich tradition of integrating faraway cultures with the 
height of modern luxury with the design of the Crown Plaza Hotel in Lalali- Istanbul, one of 
the oldest buldings in Turkey used by the institution of the Turkish air during the Ottoman 
period, where CEO CONTRACT has showcased local Ottoman cultures and materials in 
their innovative design while crafting a memorable hospitality environment. 

We mastered in the work of interior furnishings that, consisting of five-star hotel tower, 
265 rooms and suites. Project includes the restaurants, receptions, bars, general areas, 
meeting rooms and other services areas. The scope of work includes of all the interior 
design, furniture production and installation.



CROWN PLAZA ASIA, Istanbul / TURKIYE
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Experience Crown Plaza 
Istanbul Asia - an 
unforgettable five star 
hotel is close to Sabiha 
Gokcen International 
Airport, Formula Circuit 
and down town, located in 
the Asian Side of Istanbul, 
one of the city’s most 
prestigious neighborhoods 
where business meets 
leisure.

This turn-key project 
consist of 312 standart 
rooms in two different 
style one of which
is white lacquered and 
gold leaf classic style and 
the other made out of dark 
mahagony veneer. Natural 
leather used as all 
upholstery.  The elegant 
brass accessories  given 
this project prestige 
looking. 
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For the design of the lattice different possibilities of materials were considered and 
finally a material was chosen that for its production characteristics seemed to us the 
most suitable, even when it had never been used to made lattices before.



CROWNE PLAZA, Izmir / TURKIYE
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CEO CONTRACT produced all fixed and loose furniture for general area, restaurants, cafes, 
bars and congress center in the five-star city hotel. All wall coverings made by fishbone 
veneer shape. View of one of the elegant and spatious hotel suites. Interior design belongs 
to Arketipo Design firm. All movable furniture such as restaurant chair, made out of beech 
frame with single piece curved armrests, woven wood back.



HOLIDAY INN, Sofia / BULGARIA
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Fix and loose furniture with 
130 rooms in the five-star 
city hotel. View of a 
Standard guestroom 
recalling traditional English 
style, with cherry-wood 
furniture.  Attention to 
detail can be seen in the 
choice of materials which 
have been selected not only 
for their durability but also 
for the ease of care.
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IBEROTEL HOTELS RESORTS, Turkish Riviera / TURKIYE
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D HOTEL MURAT REIS, AYVALIK / TURKIYE 

91 air-conditioned rooms featuring fireplaces and flat-screen televisions.
Rooms have private furnished balconies or patios. Complimentary wireless 
Internet access keeps you connected, and satellite programming is available for 
your entertainment. Conveniences include laptop-compatible safes and desks.
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Murat Reis Ayvalık is a magical place with its minimalist architecture, luxurious rooms and 
high-quality service. Murat Reis Ayvalık is known to have hosted the place for many 
movies of Yeşilçam, the sobriquet of Turkish Film Industry. In 2015, the well-known hotel 
Murat Reis Ayvalık opened its doors to the guests with a renovated modern architecture 
structure and elegant concept. Highlights at this beachfront hotel include 3 bars/lounges, 
a full-service spa and a private beach.
 
The fine-dining restaurant, Olea Restaurant & Terrace, serves international cuisine and is 
open for dinner. The hotel's own poolside bar, the outdoor swimming pool, free kids' club, 
health club and Turkish bath/hammam are there to enjoy  with free WiFi in public areas, a 
kids' swimming pool and a coffee shop/café
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RETAJ THERMAL HOTEL, YALOVA / BURSA 
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Retaj Thermal Family-Friendly Hotel & Spa, 35 million USD investment of Qatar based 
Retaj Hotels Group in Yalova, features a full-service 1000 m2 spa, 2 indoor swimming 
pools and 2 hot tubs along with an outdoor pool and a sauna. The hotel offers a restaurant 
and a coffee shop/café, 2 bars/lounges and a poolside bar. Public areas are equipped with 
complimentary wired and wireless Internet access. 

Fully equipped two business meeting halls are designed to meet all the professional 
needs of Business Groups. This luxury hotel also offers a kid's pool, a 24-hour fitness 
centre and a rooftop terrace. All 88 soundproofed rooms feature private spa tubs. Nice 
touches include rainfall showerheads, bathrobes and slippers.



VICTORIA HOTEL CENTRE, Donetsk / UKRAINE
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Four-star city hotel’s 
covered 25.000 square 
meter general areas consist 
of beauty center, indoor 
pool, spa, bowling all interior 
works including carpet, 
painting, wall covering fix 
and loose furniture. Overall 
view of the lobby. The lounge 
chairs are furnished with 
upholstery in fire retardant 
and scotch guarded fabrics; 
the special design bar has a 
metal frame and black 
granite top.
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The Crystal Palace Boutique Hotel won the Building of the Year Prize in 2004 for the its 
unique architectural style where modern and traditional elements perfectly blend together.  
The Luxurious 4-star hotel in Bulgaria offers  classic interior style that will keep guests 
amused during their holiday in Sofia.

THE CRYSTAL PALACE BOUTIQUE HOTEL, Sofia / BULGARIA



RAMADA HOTEL & SUITES, Ataköy - Istanbul / TURKIYE
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The Ramada Hotel & Suites 
Istanbul Ataköy. All the 
interior works done by CEO 
CONTRACT as a Turnkey 
project to assure a 
comfortable stay for guests 
who want to spend a 
pleasant time. That we 
mastered in the work of 
interior furnishings 
consisting of five-star hotel 
with 99 rooms and 11 suites. 
Project includes the 
restaurants, Receptions, 
Bars, General areas, 4 
meeting rooms and other 
services areas. The scope of 
work includes the supply all 
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WYNDHAM TRYP HOTEL, TaksIm - Istanbul / TURKIYE
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TRYP By Wyndham I Taxim 
Istanbul is a four stars nice 
place of accommodation 
where guests can enjoy 
ultimate level of peace and 
comfort. It’s a Turnkey 
project includes 105 
Bedrooms, restaurants, 
Receptions, Bars, General 
areas, meeting rooms and 
other services areas. The 
scope of work includes the 
supply all installation 
facilities.
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All rooms are well appointed and supplied with the amenities a contemporary traveler 
may need for their pleasant stay be cause all of  inside. We kept a strong link between the 
different areas by using dominant neutral tones, natural stones, raw timber and crisply 
finished wood.



D HOTEL MARIS, MarmarIs / TURKIYE
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High up on the hillside of the 
magnificent reservation of 
the Datça Peninsula, where 
the Aegean and 
Mediterranean Seas meet, 
you will find an exclusive 
resort that exceeds all 
expectations. With 
spectacular and breathtaking 
views, small islands, luscious 
pine forests, volcanic 
mountain ranges, crystal 
clear waters and five 
stunning natural private 
beaches.

The new resort design was done 
by Singaporean design studio 
SCDA architects together with 
Turkish architect firm 
MIDEK/ MINGÜ.
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Combining the exotic elements 
of the East and modernity of the 
West through minimalistic style, 
the most exciting new hotel 
opening in Europe, D-Hotel Maris 
in Turkey opened its doors in 
April 2012. D-Hotel Maris resort 
offers the most spectacular and 
breath-taking views of the 
Aegean and Mediterranean Seas, 
small islands, natural private 
beaches, luscious pine forests 
and volcanic mountain ranges.

The luxury Turkish resort has 200 
luxurious and elegantly 
appointed rooms, all with 
exceptional mountain or sea 
views and most Deluxe rooms 
featuring a bathtub on the 
balcony. The Dublex Presidential 
suite resides on two floors with 
bedroom, dining, living and 
meeting rooms and a sauna and 
Jacuzzi on the roof terrace and 
the exclusive Villa is situated 
next to the main building with 
two double bedrooms, dining and 
living areas, walk in wardrobe, 
kitchen, sauna, Hammam.



ISTANBUL GONEN HOTEL - AtatUrk AIrport, Istanbul / TURKIYE 
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Experience five-star luxury 
at Istanbul Gonen Hotel, 
located a very short distance 
(3 km) from the major airport, 
Ataturk 
Airport. The hotel offers 
super chic and contemporary 
Istanbul accommodation that 
includes 305 stylish, 
well-appointed guest rooms 
and suites.This outstanding 
interior project has been done 
by CAN GÜLCAN 
architectural interior design 
office.
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All the interior works done by CEO CONTRACT to assure  a comfortable stay for guests 
who want to spend a pleasant time . This Turn-key project includes the restaurants, 
Receptions, Bars, General areas, Meeting rooms and other services areas. The scope of 
work includes the supply all installation facilities.



VOYAGE TORBA PRIVATE HOTEL, Bodrum / TURKIYE
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It’s a Turnkey project CEO 
CONTRACT finished all the 
production and done all the 
installation for all 105 
Bedrooms, restaurants, 
Receptions, Bars, General 
areas, Meeting rooms and 
other services areas.
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Five-star resort hotel’s 409 standard room, 20 suites, 122 family villas, all general areas and 
conference center fixed and loose furniture as “turn-key project”. Completed in July 15th 2005.
CEO CONTRACT executed this Turn-key project includes the restaurants, receptions, bars, 
general areas and other services areas. The scope of work includes the supply all installation 
facilities.

MIRADA DEL MAR HOTEL, Antalya / TURKIYE



ELA QUALITY RESORT HOTEL, Antalya / TURKIYE
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Ela Quality is 25 km away 
from Antalya airport. It is a 
five star hotel with 550 
rooms and 1200 bed 
capacity.   

The hotel complex consists 
of two blocks and villas 
houses. CEO CONTRACT 
was in charge of fixed and 
loose furniture in the villas 
and handed over the 
project in 2007. Interior 
project belongs to Arketipo 
Interior Design firm.
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GEZI HOTEL, TaksIm - Istanbul / TURKIYE

Gezi Hotel Bosphorus is the newest hotel on the strip, doors opened on September 2010. 
GHB located at the hearth of Istanbul, on the Taksim Square. Just steps away from the 
glamorous Bosphorus Bay, Historic old town, shopping and business centers.

Gezi Hotel Bosphorus was designed by the famous Turkish architect Mr. Sinan Kafadar 
METEX at the heart of the city at Taksim Square, as a design boutique hotel. The hotel’s 
philosophy of ‘timeless design’ can be seen in the interior and the exterior, where old and 
new details are combined as well as modern and traditional elements. 76 special guest 
rooms and 8 suites will notice the modern design elements with a classic touch in every 
detail of the hotel. 
The restaurant located at the entrance of the hotel called G’Nova has a modern retro 
style observable in the seats, lightening, music and accessory. Scope of work included 
fixed, loose furniture production and installation. 



DELPHIN DIVA PREMIERE HOTEL, Lara - Antalya / TURKIYE
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Conference center and 
cinema in the five-star resort 
hotel completed in April 18th 
2002.  All necessary facilities 
for meetings of 1460 sqm 
area in total were fulfilled. 
Including  foyer, the 
establishment has 
a capacity of serving 1000 
people at the same time with 
5 halls. Also 75 seat cinema 
theatre was built with 
acoustic wall panels, doors, 
loose furniture and acoustic 
diving panels production and 
installation.This 
extraordinary design has 
done by Arketipo Interior 
Design firm.
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Fix and loose furniture production and installation of  387 standard rooms, 5 king suites, 
corridors and conference center in the five-star resort hotel and loose furniture 
production and installation.

Completed in June 4th 2004. Furnitures are lacquered by UV paint painted and gilded.
The Ball-Room is enriched the custom-made Spanish wrought-iron decorative chandlier. 
Note the stacking chairs in the foreground.



MAJESTY BELIZIA HOTEL, Bodrum / TURKIYE
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Five-star resort hotel 
completed in September 15 
2004. 436 standard rooms 
and 59 family deluxe room 
fix and loose furniture 
production and installation. 
General areas, lobby, 
restaurant, spa. 
CEO CONTRACT executed 
this Turn-key project with a 
scope of work includes the 
supply all installation 
facilities.
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Five - star Resort hotel’s rooms, main restaurant and cinema fixed and loose furniture 
completed in May 15 th 2003. In this project all the interior design has done by Arketipo 
Interior Design firm.

RIXOS HOTEL, Bodrum / TURKIYE



SIRENE GOLF HOTEL, BELEK - Antalya / TURKIYE
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The work was performed 
by the CEO CONTRACT. 
Production of all 
installation of loose 
furniture and millwork for 
lobby, restaurant, bar and 
shop area. Work was 
completed in September 15, 
2002.
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Distinctive features of the restaurant panelling and tables in cherry wood, charis in 
beech-wood upholstered with fireproof fabric, upholstered benches. One of the suite 
sitting rooms.  The furniture has all been specially designed. The coffee table is in mahogany 
with gold decoration as are a pair of oval cabinets next to the sofa.

This project has a special custom - made table in the meeting. The top and central column 
are wood and have a four- prong steel base.

ILICA HOTEL SPA & WELLNESS RESORT, Cesme - Izmir / TURKIYE



COSMOPOLITAN HOTEL APARTMENTS, Marmaris / TURKIYE
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Four star resort hotel 
completed in May 2005. 
Turnkey Project included 
design. 140 hotel 
Apartments, 12 suites and 2 
president room fixed and 
loose furniture, general 
areas lobby, reception 
restaurant all interior 
works and installation 
facilities done by CEO 
CONTRACT.
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Its is five-star Resort Hotel project completed in May 15 2004. It has a 102 rooms fixed and 
loose furniture General areas lobby, reception, restaurants, game room, fitness center, 
cinema, conference room fixed and loose furniture. All interior works and installation 
facilities done by CEO CONTRACT.

BLUE BAYS HOTEL, Marmaris / TURKIYE



PRESIDENT HOTEL, Minsk / BELARUS
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President Hotel is a five star 
turnkey hotel project with 
total area of the 
construction 
37.600 sqm. In this Project 
CEO CONTRACT produced 
all the furniture for 156 
Bedrooms with 30 Double 
room, 12 King suites and one 
Presidential suite. 
Also we mastered our classic 
and carving works in all 
furnishings that include 
restaurants, Receptions, 
Bars, General areas, Meeting 
rooms and other services 
areas. The scope of work 
includes the supply of all the 
interior design and furnishing 
project with all installation 
facilities. 
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HOTEL DEDEMAN SILKROAD, Tashkent / UZBEKISTAN

www.ceocontract.com

It is a five-star city hotel with 
335 rooms. CEO CONTRACT 
performed fixed and loose 
furniture applications. Project 
includes the restaurants, 
Receptions, Bars, General 
areas, meeting rooms and 
other services areas. The 
scope of work also included 
installation facilities,  
completed in April 30 th 2003.
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Its a four-star city hotel project include all the interior design and production for 
52 rooms, all general area and Turkish bath, Spa, all interior works were made including 
textile, carpet, fix and loose furniture, marble. Completed in April 15 th 2005. Also this 
project is design and build as turnkey project by CEO CONTRACT.

TAMARA HOTEL, Van / TURKIYE


